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This paper gives examples of transversal designs TD(6, v) for v = 30, 38, and 44; 
thus there exist 4 MOLS of these orders. Also included are the TD(6, 20) given 
earlier by D. T. Todorov (Ars Combin. 27, 1989, 63-65) (which has as certain struc- 
tural features imilar to the TD(6, 38)s and TD(6, 44)s given here) and another, 
new TD(6, 20). © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the main problems in combinatorics i to obtain "good" bounds 
on functions N(v) = the maximum number of MOLS (mutually orthogonal 
Latin squares) of order v and n(k)=Max{v[N(v)<k}. Some known 
bounds on n(k) are 
n(2) = 6 (Ref. [2 ] )  
n(3) = 6 or 10 (Refs. [2, 4])  
n(4) ~< 42 (Ref. [1 ]  and this paper) 
n(5) ~< 62, n(6) ~< 76 (Ref. [2 ] )  
n(7) ~< 780 (Ref. [3]).  
The existence of k -  2 MOLS of order v is equivalent o the existence of 
a transversal design TD(k, v). TD(k, v) is defined as a collection of k v-sets 
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$1, $2 .... , Sk (whose elements are called points) plus v2k-element sets 
B~, B2, ..., By2 (called blocks) such that: 
(1) IB inS j [= l  fora l l i ,  j. 
(2) If x~Sf, yeSj  ( iC j )  then there is exactly one block containing 
both x and y. 
This paper gives two TD(6, v)s for v= 20, 38, 44 and one for v= 30. 
Also the TD(6, 30) given contains a sub-TD(6, 5) and one of the TD(6, v)s 
given for v = 38, 44 contains a sub-TD(6, 7). 
2. THE CONSTRUCTION METHOD 
Suppose v=p+m where p is a prime power, 4m<~p, and a TD(6, m) 
exists. The elements of St (t = 1, 2, ..., 6) in TD(6, v) will be written as t x 
where x~ GF(p) w {~,  o2 ,  ..., ~,~}. Thenp+2m blocks C1, C2 ..... Cp+2m 
(called initial blocks) have to be found so that: 
(2.1) Each point toni occurs in one initial block and no two such 
points occur together in any initial block. 
(2.2) For every r, s t  {1, 2, ..., 6} (r~s), and any z~GF(p) there is 
exactly one initial block containing two points rx, Sy with x -y  = z. 
Note that it is condition (2.1) which requires 4m ~<p. Since there are 6m 
points of the form t~i and only p+2m initial blocks Ci, (2.1) gives 
6m ~<p + 2m, but this is equivalent to 4m ~<p. 
If Ci is an initial block and w ~ GF(p) then C i + w will denote the block 
obtained by adding w to the index x of all points t x in Ci. For this purpose, 
ovi+ w = ovi for all w, i. If p + 2m initial blocks Ci can be found satisfying 
conditions (2.1) and (2.2) then the p(p + 2m) = v 2 - m 2 blocks of the form 
C~+w will form a TD(6, v) with a sub-TD(6, m) missing, i.e., a 
TD(6, v ) -TD(6 ,  m). Finally by combining these blocks with those of a 
TD(6, m) on the points t~i (1 ~<t~<6, 1 <~i<~m) a TD(6, v) is obtained. 
Usually the task of obtaining a suitable set of initial blocks Ce is 
simplified if this set can be assumed to remain invariant under a large 
automorphism group G. For each design that follows, the group G and a 
collection of blocks G~, G2, G3,-.. (called generating blocks) is given. When 
the permutation group G is applied to these blocks, a suitable set of initial 
blocks is obtained for a TD(6, v) - TD(6, m). 
3. DESIGNS WITH [ G l = 18 
Five designs are given in this section. For all of them, p is a prime power 
equal to 1 (mod 6) and m = 1 (mod 6). Also, h will denote a primitive cube 
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root of unity in GF(p)I G is generated by the following permutations z, fi 
(of orders 2, 3, respectively): 
z= {(1 x, 4x), (2x, 5x), (3 x, 6~)}, xeGF(p)w {~1, ~2 ..... ~.,} 
/3 = {(tx, thx, th2~), (4x, 6h~, 5h2x), (t~l), (t~i, t~i+ 2, t~i+ 1), 
{4oi, 6oi+1, 5oi+2), (5oi, 4oi+1, 6oi+2), (6oi, 50oi+1,4oi+2), 
(4ol, 6ol,  5ool)}, xeGF(p),l<~t<<.3, ie{2,5,8 .... ,m-2} .  
The full automorphism group of each TD(6, v ) -TD(6,  m) in this section 
has order 18p. In Ref. [5] it was mistakenly stated that [ G[ = 6 (instead of 
18)./3 and z do not commute; however, if a = (/32v)2, then 
= {(lx, 2hx, 3h2x), (4x, 5h~, 6hZx), (1~i, 2oi, 3oi), 
(4oi, 5o;, 6oi)}, xeGF(p),l<~i<~m. 
has order 3; also ~ and z do commute. 
Many of the generating blocks below are of the form B(x, y)= lx 2h~ 
3h2~ 4y 5by 6h2y or C(x )= l~ 20 30 4~ 5h2~ 6h~. Note that B(x,y) is 
~-invariant (also z-invariant if x = y) while C(x) is/3-invariant. 
The Case v = 38 
Here it is possible to have either p = 31, m=7,  or p= 37, m = 1. First 
consider the case p = 31, m = 7. Taking h = 5, a suitable set of generating 
blocks is 
G1 = C(17), G2 =B( l l ,  11), 
G 3 = loo2 211 321 40 516 623 
G4 = loo5 25 311 4o 529 62O. 
Alternatively, taking p = 37, m = 1, and h = 10, a suitable set of generating 
blocks is 
G1 = C(10), G2 = B(26, 26), G3 = B(2, 6), G4 = B(3, 22), 
G5 = B(5, 7), G6 = B(9, 14), G7 = B(18, 28). 
The Case v = 44 
Here taking p = 37, m = 7, and h = 10, a suitable set of generating blocks 
is 
G1 = C(19), G2 = B(31, 31), G3 = B(4, 27) 
G 4 = 1o2 222 37 40 533 628 
G5 = lo5 212 325 40 58 611. 
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Alternatively, taking p = 43, m = 1, and h = 6 a suitable set of generating 
blocks is 
Gx = C(6), G2 = B(24, 24), G3 =B(2, 8), G4=B(9, 40), 
G5 = B(10, 32), G6 = B(13, 27), G7 = B(3, 31), G8 = B(1, 28). 
The Case v = 20 
This TD(6, 20) was first given in Ref. [5]. Taking p= 19, m = 1, and 
h = 7, its generating blocks are 
GI-- C(7), G2 =B(13, 13), G3 =B(I ,  16), G4=B(9, 2). 
4. OTHER DESIGNS 
The existence of TD(6, v) s (for v = 20, 26, m = 1, p = v - 1) possessing a 
fl-type automorphism has been investigated by the second author. He 
found: 
(1) There is no such design for v = 26. 
(2) For v = 20, there are two such designs; one has been given in the 
previous section. For the other [ G I = 3, this design has no automorphisms 
other than those generated by fl (with h = 7) and the obvious additive 
automorphism of order 19. Its generating blocks are 
G1 = lo~1 20 30 40 50 60 
G2 = lo 2~1 30 414 52 63 
G3 = lo 20 3o~i 42 53 614 
G4 = 1o 214 32 4~1 58 61s 
G5 = lo 21 317 410 57 60 
G 6--- 1 o 213 36 416 518 67 
G 7 = 10 212 38 44 513 615 
G8 = lo 216 311 49 514 64 
G 9 = 10 29 313 47 517 65. 
The last design in this paper has v = 30, p = 25, m---5. The elements of 
GF(25) can be written as ordered pairs (x, y) (x, yeZ(5)). The group G 
here will have order 5 and will be generated by the permutation 3= 
(t~j, t~2, ..., t~5), (tx, tx+fm, tx+2f~,), tx+3f(t), tx+4f(t)) where x6GF(25), 
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t6 (1 ,2  .... ,6}, f (1)- -  (1,1), f(2)---(2,1), f (3 )= (1, 0), f (4)=(4,0) ,  
f(5) = (3, 4), f(6) = (4, 4). Its generating blocks are 
G 1 = 1(o,o ) 2(o,o) 3(o,o) 4(o,o) 5(o,o) 6(o,o) 
G2= l~ l  2(0,0) 3(311) 4(3,0) 5(3,3) 6(4,2) 
G 3 = 1(o,o) 2~1 3(3,0) 4(0,2) 5(1,2) 6(2,4) 
G 4 = 1(o,o ) 2(0,4) 3~1 4(x,2) 514,2) 6(0,3) 
G5= 1(o,o) 2(0,2) 3(4,0) 4~1 5(2,0) 6(2,3) 
G6=l(o,o) 2(0,3) 3(1,o) 4(o,1) 5~1 6(3,2) 
G7=1(o,o) 2(o,1) 3(2,,0) 4(0,3)5(0,4) 6~1. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In Ref. [1] it was pointed out that N(v)>~4 for all v>42, v~44. The 
case v = 44 has been dealt with in this paper, i.e., n(4)~< 42. 
Reference [1] also pointed out that N(v)~>4 for 5~<v~<42, v¢2  
(mod 4). For v~<42, v= 2 (rood 4), however, the existence of 4 MOLS 
of order v remains an open question (except for the cases v--30, 38 
mentioned here). 
Finally, it is possible that there are other prime powers p for which 
there exists a TD(k, p2+p) (k~<p+l) with a sub-TD(k,p) and an 
automorphism group similar to that of the TD(6, 30) given here. More 
generally perhaps there are some new TD(k, pn+pm) s with a 
sub-TD(k,p m) (m<~n, k~<min(p'~+l, pn-'~+2)) obtainable in this 
fashion. 
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